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Save the Date: 4 November 2022

It is our pleasure to invite you to attend the eighth 

NCS lustrum in Utrecht, 4 November 2022.

Forty years ago, the “Nederlandse Commissie voor
Stralingsdosimetrie” (NCS, radiationdosimetry.org) 

was founded with the aim to promote the appropriate 

use of dosimetry of ionising radiation throughout the 

Netherlands and Belgium. Since its foundation, 

almost 35 NCS reports have been published. The 
scientific set-up and the coherence of the NCS 

reports have proven to be highly appreciated 

worldwide with more than a thousand downloads for 

each of the top three reports.

This could not have been achieved without the 
enthusiastic input of all volunteers. Thank you all!

The theme for the eighth NCS lustrum is 

“Radiation Protection in Full Colours”

An inspiring topic. How is radiation protection 

achieved in nuclear installations, what are the latest 

insights regarding adding doses from multiple 

sources, what do we know about repeated exposure 
and how to safely implement new nuclide therapies?

These and more items will be discussed during this 

symposium. The program is currently under 

development, the latest updates will be shared on 
the NCS website. Accreditation from the NVKF and 

ANVS (refresher course) has been applied for.

On behalf of the Board of the NCS,

Jeroen van de Kamer, outgoing chairman

Geert Pittomvils, chairman elect

Provisional Programme

9.45 - 10.15 Registration and coffee/tea

10.15 - 10.20 Welcome and introduction
NCS outgoing chairman 

Jeroen van de Kamer, 
NKI-AvL, Amsterdam

The rest of the program is still under 

development. Please refer to

https://radiationdosimetry.org/ncs/ei

ght-ncs-lustrum

15.55 - 16.15 Overview NCS subcommittees
NCS chairman elect Geert Pittomvils, 

UZ Gent, Gent.

16.15 - 16.20 Closing remarks
NCS chairman elect Geert Pittomvils, 

UZ Gent, Gent,

16.20 - 18.00 Discussion & drinks

All participants
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